Is Britain fairer?

A look at how good England, Scotland and Wales
are at treating people equally and fairly in 2015.
An EasyRead version of:
Is Britain fairer?
The state of equality and human rights 2015
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What is this report about?
We are the Equality and Human Rights
Commission for Britain.

Our job is to make sure the laws are kept
that protect our rights to:
·

being treated equally and fairly

·

being treated with respect.

This is our EasyRead report on equality
and human rights in England, Scotland
and Wales .

5 years

We write this report every 5 years.
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We put some harder to understand words
in bold and explain them in a section at
the end of the report, on page 26.

This report tells you whether people might
be being treated less fairly because they
are men or women, their race, age,
disability, or other reasons.

We look at what Britain has done to be
fairer in:
·

education and learning

·

jobs, the money people get and the
economy

·

health and care
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·

justice, everyone being safe and the
right to live

·

the individual and everyone in Britain
together.

There are 8 things we need to get better at
in Britain to be fairer. These are at the end
of the report, on page 23.
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Education and learning
What Britain has done well:
Children are doing better in school. In
England some children from some ethnic
minorities are doing better.

Some children are still not doing well in
school because they are poor.

Money is given to schools to support these
children. The money is being spent well.

Children who break the law may have to
stay in places that are kept locked.

These children are doing well at school.
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More 16 - 18 year olds are in education or
training for a job.

There are fewer men and women with no
qualifications.

Women are doing well and more have
been to university than men.
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What Britain needs to change:
Some children are not doing as well as
they could in school:

·

Gypsy and Traveller children

·

children who are poor (especially if
they are White boys)

·

children with special needs

·

children in care.
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More bullying against disabled children
and children who are lesbian, gay or
bisexual.

Fewer disabled young people in education,
jobs and training for a job.

More black people are going to university.
But black people are less likely to go to a
top university.
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Jobs, the money people get
and the economy
What Britain has done well:
We are better at knowing when people are
trafficked, in slavery or exploited.

=

Women are now earning nearer the same
amounts as men.

In the big firms in Britain a quarter of the
committee members are women.

In England fewer people live in bad
housing.

In Wales and Scotland fewer people are
homeless.
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What Britain needs to change:
More people are being trafficked. And
more of them are from the UK.

Fewer people have jobs.

Women and people from some ethnic
minorities are not likely to be in the top
jobs.

More 16 to 24 year olds are out of work
than other ages.
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Most people under 55 are earning less.

Families with an ethnic minority parent
are more likely to be poor.

Disabled people earn less than others and
are more likely not to have a job.
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Health and care
What Britain has done well:

Men live nearly as long as women now.

Fewer White, Pakistani or Black babies die
when they are born.

More people have given up smoking. And
some men are drinking less alcohol.

Fewer people in Scotland kill themselves.
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But still more people in Scotland kill
themselves than in England or Wales.

More money has been spent for people to
talk about their problems to a counsellor.

There is some good mental health care.
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What Britain needs to change:
Disabled people and Gypsies and
Travellers have worse health than others.

Poor people do not get such good care
when they are dying.

More people in England need support from
health and social care services. And there
is less social care.

People with learning disabilities or autism
are put in places too far from home.
The places are often not right for them
and they are there too long.

People’s human rights are not always
respected in health places.
Especially for people with learning
disabilities, older people and people with
dementia.
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There are many things we need to do
better about mental health.

These are some of them:
·

people with serious mental health
problems and people with learning
disabilities have shorter lives

·

more adults in England have poor
mental health

·

people who are lesbian, gay or bisexual
have more mental health problems
than other people

·

Black people go into hospital for
mental health problems more often
than other people

·

children cannot always get care for
mental health problems.
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Justice, being safe and the
right to live
What Britain has done well:
There have been fewer serious crimes.

Some new laws and rules have helped
some groups:
·

victims of honour crimes

·

17 year olds arrested by the police

·

people who are detained

·

women prisoners.
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What Britain needs to change:
Police have not always been good dealing
with:

·

abuse of children

·

domestic abuse.

There is more hate crime against Muslims
and Jews.
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Poor people may find it harder to go to
court because of changes in money for
legal aid.

People who are detained may not be kept
safe. And force may be used which could
hurt them.

In the last five years, there were 444
people who killed themselves when in
police custody or just after.

And over 133 who died in police custody.
There is a report being done about this.

There are too many prisoners in the space
in prisons. It is getting more violent in
men's prisons.
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The individual and everyone in
Britain together
What Britain has done well:
Gay men and lesbians can now get
married. They are now more accepted in
Britain.

People with mental health problems are
more accepted.

The law is better about:
·

people with learning disabilities can
make their own decisions about
relationships

·

people can show what their religion is.

New laws to support young people leaving
care. They can stay in foster care until they
are 21.
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New laws on:
·

forced marriage

·

being bad to other people with words
or by using their money.

The number of elected MPs in the House of
Commons who are women has increased
over the last 5 years.

There has also been an increase in the
number of MPs who are from an ethnic
minority, or who are gay, lesbian or
bisexual.

In Scotland more people are involved in
politics. More people in Scotland think they
can help change things where they live.
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What Britain needs to change:
People are more worried about how their
personal information is kept safe.

People are being put in places a long way
from home. They lose contact with people
they know.

This is happening to:
·

people with learning disabilities

·

children who are locked up because
they have broken the law

·

children in care
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Some people still feel prejudice against
them:

·

disabled people

·

Gypsies, Roma and Travellers

·

transgender people

·

immigrants.

Still not enough people elected MPs and
councillors who are young, women or from
some ethnic minorities.
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Not allowing any prisoners to vote means
that the country may be breaking human
rights laws.

People who think they cannot change
things where they live:
·

disabled people

·

some ethnic minorities

·

people over 75.
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8 things we need for Britain to
be fairer

1. Better information to show where
things are getting better or worse.

2. Education - everyone to do as well as
they can.

3. Jobs – being fair when choosing people
for jobs, training in the job and fair pay.

4. Better places to live in communities
where people get on together.
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5. People take part more in politics. And
make sure people have a chance of
justice.

6. Mental health services to get better
for everyone. Support people who have
poor mental health.

7. Stop abuse and poor treatment when
people are detained or in care.

8. Harassment and abuse of people in
certain groups must be dealt with.
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For free advice and information on
equality or human rights please contact
us.

Web:
www.equalityadvisoryservice.com

Telephone:
0800 800 0082

Textphone:
0808 800 0084

Hours:
Monday to Friday - 9 am to 8 pm

Saturday - 10 am to 2 pm

Post:
FREEPOST
Equality Advisory Support Service
FPN4431
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Hard words
bisexuals – fancying and loving both men and women.
children in care – children who are not able to live with their
parents and are being looked after by others.
counsellor – someone to talk to who helps you with problems.
dementia – a serious illness that affects the memory and brain
and makes people confused.
detained – this is when people with mental illness are put and
kept in hospital, or when someone does something wrong and is
kept in a police cell or in prison. They do not have to consent
(agree) to this.
domestic abuse – abuse in a family. It can happen to men,
women or children. For example, it may be a man hitting his
wife or partner, or a woman hurting her old parents.
the economy –how rich our country is and how many jobs there
are.
education – school, college or university.
ethnic minority – a particular race of people. There are less of
them than other people. Such as Indian people are a minority
ethnic group.
equality – being equal.
exploitation or exploit – to treat someone unfairly. For example
not pay them as much as others. Or make them do more work
than others.
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forced marriage - when one or both people do not agree to get
married.
gay man - a man fancying and loving other men.
harassment - being annoyed and upset by others.
human rights – the rights the law says everyone has.
honour crimes are when someone is punished because they
have gone against what their family or community want. This
can include being murdered.
Justice - court of law decides if someone has broken the law.
lesbian - a woman fancying and loving other women.
police custody - when you have been arrested by the police and
kept in the police station.
prejudice - not liking people because of who they are or how
they look.
qualification - exams passed.
slavery is when someone treats another person like they own
them. They may make the person work for very little money. The
person is not free to go where they want.
traffick - is when someone is made to leave their home and
perhaps taken to another country. They may be told lies to get
them to leave their home. They may be used for slavery in
another country.
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